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molo is creating three seating
environments on the theme of
socialising in the workplace on the
ORGATEC Boulevard during the
event in Cologne. The installation
will include the European release
of benchwall, the newest addition
of molo’s soft collection. benchwall
is an expandable, flexible paper
bench with a 1.8m tall back rest that
functions as a space partition as well
as seating. benchwall can stretch
into a long straight bench or be
curved into inward facing forms for
intimate meetings.
www.molodesign.com

Goofy from TON is a system with
a range of different segments and
headrests which can create a classic
lounge suite by the wall as well as
a private chill-out area in an open
space. Based on the desire to make
a bench that breaches the classic
proportions of lounge suites, designer
Sam Sannia played with its shapes and
made a bench that looks more like a
sofa with a low rest. Additional rest
panels that lengthen the bench by up
to 155cm create other functional but
also aesthetic elements. Visit TON at
ORGATEC, hall 10.2 stand J51.
www.ton.eu

With its distinct cantilever profile,
Ravello is one of a growing number
of product families in Astro Lighting’s
range which provide design cohesion
across different lighting functions.
Each of Ravello’s wall light, table
and floor lamp variants is a sleek,
modern, clean-lined luminaire in its
own right, but thanks to their unity of
form, the Ravello family combine to
create striking yet harmonious lighting
schemes. Compatible with LEDs,
Ravello comes in polished chrome,
matt nickel and bronze combined with
standard shade options of white, black
and oyster with built-in diffuser.
www.astrolighting.co.uk

The Wave receiver and adaptor from
CMD enable the user to charge
devices that do not have wireless
charging compatibility from a wireless
power source. Using magnetic
induction to transfer electrical energy
from a power source such as a
charging mat or charging spot, Wave
is equipped with an Apple lightning
connector and a micro USB to cover
all eventualities. CMD celebrates
its 30th anniversary this year,
having grown from a simple cable
management division to having five
distinct product ranges, which can be
explored in its latest 2014 catalogue.
www.cmd-ltd.com

